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An account of life with 
the United States Marine 
Corps................................ 1964!

I_______________________ )

POST TRANS史出 ORJ龙R)

NUlffiER............闕 *64；

1・ The following transfers are ordered effective 
on 3 May 1964:
TO： MAR— EARRACKS. U.S, KAVAE BASE. MOON

TSgt. RUHBELL, Anthony Q. USMC
PFC・ GORDON, John K. US1IC

2. On 3 I'iay 1964, Technical Sergeant RUEBELL 
will take charge of PHC. GORDON and proceed....

The moon. Of all the God-forsaken places to send a raan・ The 
moon. I read the transfer order over again and expressed my opin
ion of It in several choice Marine Corps terms• I didn't like it, 
A hundred thousand men in the Corps and ne they pick to spend two 
years in the neon. This is almost enough to drive any mn over the 
hill.

However, like the order said* on the third of Ifey I took charge 
of P?G. Gordon and proceeded via the first available Government 
transportatlon, an ancient R5D in this case, to 'Thite Sands, where 
we reported for further transportation to the moon.

Gordon was happy abput the whole thing. To hear him tell it 
the most wonderful thing that could happen to a nan was to get 
stationed in the noon.

"Aren't you excited, Sergeant?H he asked, MI an. I've always 
wanted to go to the moon. I even extended 叩 enlistnent for this 
assignment,"

I figured 工 should explain how it was t。 the boy. After all 
this was his first cruise and he hadn*t been around much.

"Look, Kid," I said, *• I * ve been there before. The only time 
the moon is romntio is in a love song. The duty there Is no 
different than the duty any诃 here else, except there is no liberty. 
Guard duty, day-on day-off. It gets tiresome. Let's go into town 

(confd next page)
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CHANGE °F STAT工ON (cont*d) -by Roy Tackett

and have a beer."

Gordon declined the Invitation and wandered off to write to 
hlg folks and tell them all about how he was going to the moon.工 
grabbed the bus into town and settled down to enjoy the evening at 
Toe's Tavern,

Since the rocket gjade the moon trip only once a week we had a 
few days to wait. I'm used to waiting and spent Most of the time in 
town. 工 knew that once I got aboard the rocket there would be ne 
liberty for a long tine. If T kept ray record clean I might be able 
to wrangle a 30 day leave after a year but there was room for argu
ment about that. If I did get a leave T*d be well-heeled for it. 
There is no place to spend money at U.S.N.B.,Moon.

The kid stayed around the base and talked to the rocket crew. 
He must have asked a thousand questions about the trip, what it was 
like on the moon and such as that. I guess the rocket crew gave 
him quite a snow job, laying it on thick.

On the 10th of May we got our final instructions and boarded 
the rocket. I checked over our hannocks and showed Gordon how to 
strap himself in for take-off and landing. The trip takes about 
24 hours, which isn*t "bad time, and the first and last hours the 
pqssengers and most of the crew spend in hamocks. The personnel 
on 国atch have specially cushioned chairs to absurb the shock of 
acceleeration and decelecaiion but the hamraocks do a better Job.

After the take-off I took Gordon up to the obervation deck 
where he got his first view of the Mglories of outer space" as he 
put it. It*s nice if you care for that sort of thing. The stars 
don't look nuch different in space than they do from earth■-a little 
brighter and lonlier is all. T'd rather watch a baseball gane«

The kid was all keyed up about being in space. I guess I was 
too, the first tine I mde the trip. The idea of spacaships and all 
was pretty exciting then. 'Then it comes down to it, though, a 
transport is a transport and from the passenger's point of view 
there isn't any difference between a space rocket and and ocean- 
goine ship. The sane olfi routine• There iBn't much of anything to 
do except wait until you get to where you ♦re going;* I made ny way 
to the galley where l"buraned a cup of coffee and lost two bucks in 
a poker game. That helped to pass the time.

At turnover the kid and a couple new members of the crew were 
initiated into the Order of Spacehounds, mich is a carryover from 
the old custom of initiation upon first crossing the equator 6n 
earth. The Old 1於n presented the boys with their membership certlfi* 
oates ahd Gordon handles hie like it was printed on a thousand 
dfcllar bill. T can see him showing that piece of paper to the folks 
back hone and telling them about the thrills of being in space• 
After the Old speech the crowd broke up and Gordon went bauck 
to the bfeservation deck. I went back to the poker eane and was 
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still two bucks down at Taps.

The next "morning" the kid told ns he had spent the nnight° 
watching the stars and the earth. I mentioned the fact that he'd 
get mighty homesick for that earth after a few months in the moon 
but he Just laughed and said that he doubted that*

Shortly after ch。可 the word passed to prepare for deceler
ation. '7e went through the routine of strapping pur selves Into the 
hammocks and trying to make the be8t of the next hour. You would 
think the big wheels wuld find a way to raake deceleration a little 
smoother. Take-off isn* t so bad but alowine down is rough. The 
land.ine itself was OK though.

Gordon was In a hurry to disembark and actually set his feet 
on the moon. He asked roe where we drew our spacesuits*

••Space suitn?'1 That one went by me.

"Yes, so 're can get out of the rocket and on the moon. 'Ve have 
to have space suits, don*t we?"

"Oh,"工 said, "『gybe T better explain to you. Kid, In the first 
place the base isn*t on the moon, it is in the moon. The landing 
field is the only part that is actually on the surface and we don't 
need space suits even for that. You see, the field is in a crater 
and it is covered with an airtight done. 'Thenever a rocket takes off 
or arrives the doae is opened to let the ship thr ough• Afterwards 
it is closed and air punned in again. Thafs why we’re waiting now. 
It is easier to operate the dome than it is to load or unload a 
rocket in spade suits."

The intercom finally announced that the hatches were open and 
we coiiia go a shots. The kid seemed disappointed because we didn't 
need space suits. A noncom in a jeep picked us up and drove us 
through the double hatch and into the main part of the base. He 
dropped us off at the Marine Barracks and I dug out our orders and 
presented them to the 0. D.

"Sergeant Ruebell and FFC. Gordon reporting for duty, Sir*

-finis-

-SBSL.
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Stan* s Out look--Early Butchering i,ssue

Redd Boggs is no more.工.in 
a fit of rage, eliminated him with a flick of a few typewriter keys. 
No刖 only.Dean is here. I hope that the once-extant Redd Boggs rea- / 
甘zes this Rin of not listing me as co-editor of Moonshine Number 12 
is the reason for his disintrigation,

KUCP TO DO ABOUT FAFA
111661,, .TJhe Colorado site for a vacation cainp 

capable of use as a survival camp is welcome inf or mat ion—or rather 
the information that there is such a suitable locale there is welcome 
t。 me. Baja California has many advantages, if it could be reached 
quickly and safely; maybe some Texans or such nearby folk might make 
it. As long as history is not actually predictable, there will prob- 
ably be little impetus for a move to the outlands. Perhaps the fact 
that there aee four memberb In PAPA, who are also members of the 
Outlanders, han kept up ray interest in the thought of such a place. 
Ri ok has asked me to move with him to an Indian village he has heard 
of, to set up relations I suppose go when the exodus starts there will 
be a place ready to go, Len still dreams of the Natural Bridge; he 
visited it earlier in his life (naturally), and still insists that 
the tourist accorumodations, and the fa&n and community life already 
present there in what could he self-sufficient form, could be expanded 
into a fairly large community-settlement. Hevelin'3 reviews good,

PRAPPR•,.Pleasant reading, anrt sonetimes gleeful. 
Burp,,,impolites ok.

Jabberwocky.A.purtv good, except the too-cute Guess Fi。.

PRIMAL. 
1b apt to be the storm-center of the 1^11 1948 mailing, with those 
remarks by Paul Cox on racial Inequality. Arousing any unsound in
clination of a group to kick out a minority group because of some 
supposed difference is not worthy of a person who wishes to decide 
the worth of a person on individual merit. Judging by groups is not 
something original and new; 1f s the way that was In vogue before 
rights of any kind were recognised, ，Vhen a group is considered in
ferior by another group, there is a tendency to limit the rights and 
so return the world to a period when slavery was practiced. It seems 
apparent that the person who'll judge another as less worthy than hs 
will go on to the assumption that the inferior should have limited 
rights, and in effect "became partially slave. This separates the 
groups instead of giving them one purpose, the betterment of all.

MOONSHINE and MA.SQUE worthy of comments, but no space. Good in 
many places; Burb--T mean your future history is excellent.

MORPHEUS
•,.SAVED for last so 工 coulrt say very worthy for a first issue. Con 
and 砒iSiardr are very artistic in describing the book-store, t。。； 

Ed Cox kept up the pace well. Rick is well on his way to the top 
of the heap in this PAPA bone-yard--and in fandom, too. But I'm wait
ing for your techfiicolor 聆PAz工ne, Rick-—where is it?

Four top
ranking mags in the mailing in no order of merit 4re SKY HOOK, EGO 
KUST, and the older 帥JBAHGO and PLENUM. I should comment here; 
instead, turn to Pages 13 to 45...this issue. It wiuld not be pos
sible to do It in less... Stan Toolston
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Numerical expression of 吋 opinion of the Pall 1948 3.7
海工。11 means t'was closer to qood than to fair on ny one to five 
point scale. There 丽ere 20 Items to rate and none rated less than 3, 
Mag冃 rating 4 or 5 were: Fantasy Amateur, Ego Be&€t, Burblinga com・ 
Mned with Fandango, Haggtae, Plenum, Morpheus, Skyhook, FanGango, 
Primal and Horlzens. (Those underlined rated 5 on the gizmometer.) 
Listed in no Bpeoial order, of course. And b。, Mth the fi)nd hope 
that ye mailings will continue to inprove, we leave this field 0f 
higher ratharatlcs and 厅。Into our usual comentary...

Harry's suggestions for polls at conventions and two conventions a 
year, one East and one 7est, sound good to ne. Thy not combine this 
Idea with the 'lettercon Idea and• • • • •

Morpheus is a misleading title for such a wiUe-awake raag, I found 
It mu叫Q entertaining. I see ray freind..,T mean.«.friend, Richard 
Sneary(the Sage of South Gate) nentione ray name along with Ed Cox 
and Redd Boggs, 『hen he asks(sans question-mark): "Are these queers 
in disguise.'1 Now Brother Sneary, Pellow Outlander、FeHow Fap and 
Fellow Pan, Amifcol There is more than one way of taking that I If 
Ricardo is listed among the missing, blane Bo^gs, Cox and Moffatt 
(The Terrible Three)...

The negro is Inferior or he appears inferior," says Mr. Paul D. Cox.
°I don't believe any of you can 我eny that." Deny what? Deny that 
he is Inferior or that he a me ar s inferior or deny both? At the very 
beginning of your argument you「are confuning and contradictory.

But 1m be 
statements. 
"He appears 
him; he has 
Intelligent 
of the book?

reasonable enough to split up your• >statenent(?) Into two 
"The negro is inferior.'* May I ask which Negro?

Inferior." To whom? T。you. 'Thy? Oh, you look at 
a stupid look about him and doesn't look at all like an 
white nan. Does the cover always indicate the contents 

According to 科。呻 of the people you quote, it does.
I raust adroit I am familiar Mth only a couple of the nexperts'* you 
quoted so I*d like to know just when these "facts" were discovered.

Ever wonder how stupid you might appear to a Negro?

You say the American negro is superior to WIb darker brother because 
of his relatively large proportion of white blood. I've seen 
some really black-skinned Anerican Neeros so I'd like to kniw Just 
who his darker brother is, if I my* YouM 11 Re to know how many 
intelligent Negroes have white blood. I*d like to know how many 
intelligent "'兩Ite people*• have Negro blood. You mention facts 
about the big. super brains of the European and say it specifically 
excluden the necro, :Prlend, this the Twentieth Century. The races 
of nan are s。 internixed that t'wiuld take a lot of investigating 
to prove (or disprove) that Europeans, Anertcans and other peoples 
who have had traffic 哦th slavery and/lived near Negoes do not have 
Negro "blood in their veins. Maybe that would worry you, tho there 
Is no logical reason why it should•

T*11 adroit that I have an inherent tendency to stlek by ray kind, 
(cent*d next page)
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But 殖at is 变 kind? (and your kind?) The human race, chum. Sajastlme. 
工 doubt if it 哦ll ever learn to live with Iteelf but I 啦工1 not 
prove traitor to it by going over to the Ants or the Dogs(or any 
other animal or insect that might take over the planet if we killed 
ourselves off) Yet I find ft hard to be prejudiced against Ants(as 
工。旭 as they leave ne a lone) or Bogs. I don't go out of my way to 
trample an ant hill or kick a dog. In fact, I like dogs and get . 
along with most of them very well. But if it cane to a showdown, 
工8d stick by my fellow man be he black, white, yellow, pink or green.

工 think you lay too much stress on heridity and skip over the envir* 
onraental factors too quickly. Environment plays the really import
ant part in molding the individual, you know...or should know. 
Complete segregation and law-enf©need birth control are certainly not 
ideal environmental factors. The first law of nature is self-preaer* 
vation. The 2nd law, you might say, is propagation of the species. 
Try to stop a nan from living, try to stop him from being a father 
(even if beforehand he has never given much thot to gatherhood and 
perhaps even hoped he *d never have to support a family) and. you，Il 
have a fight on your hands, Iwws or no laws. Personally, I think 
birth control is a good thing, if wisely used. But let's not try 
to force it on one section of the population. Let* s try to educate 
all peoples and let then decide for themselves whht is best fot the挈 
and at the sagie time—ivhat is best for all.

By the way, those Maek-skinned American Negroea I nentioned were no 
more stupid than the next man on the street, white or purple or albino. 
Because of our pride(whc±h is a good thing of we dont overdo it) we 
are bound to judge other people either inferior or superior or on 
a level '壮th us but Leib's Jud/ge'em one at a time, if we must set 
ourselves up as little tin gods. And, taking each nan or woman one 
at a time, let's judge*en by what they say and do andnot how they 
anneaf・ And if--according to our lights--they say wrong ai d do 
wrong, let*s try to figure out the real reason why. Let's find out 
where the person was raised and how and 即hy he or she wag thus treated. 
The really inportant thing is environment, sir.

But maybe that is too much trouble. It ia so rauch easier to look up 
impressive quotes in books, isn't it? 'Thy bother investigating for 
yourself? 'Thy bother? That fs one question you have to ask . your self 
and answer your self. Afraid to try?

liany, many thanx to 自LI those thotfull people who sent ne Holiday- 
Greeting Cards. I hope you-all, had an enjoyable holiday season 位nd 
that this New Year 即±11 bring peace and happiness to all of us« This 
can best be done by all of us doing all we can to bring peace and 
happiness during the year and in all the years to come.

Its the CTNCON in 491 It»s S。姉h Gate in 58! Ifs 徐pa, ff and 
nfff all the tineJ Doing your share, mate?
Pistachio, get jrour 介 thumb out of Mjr beer....


